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DISTINGUISHED FAVORITE: NYC Big Book Award 2021 - Marketing & PRMany organizations

and leaders struggle to respond effectively to fast-evolving customer expectations driven by

innovations in products, services and technologies such as AI and mobile. Failing to build the

necessary strategy, culture and processes, they suffer from high costs, dissatisfied customers

and brand damage.The mandate to get customer experience right is real and urgent. Leading

the Customer Experience is a guide to shaping experiences that win loyalty and deliver

outstanding business results. It provides a bold, step-by-step approach that will get you and

your team pointed in the right direction. And equipped to make sound decisions along the

way.Leading the Customer Experience is easy to understand and imminently practical. It is

based on the author's extensive experience both as a founding partner of one of the world's

most influential customer management organizations, and his work with B2B and B2C

organizations in the private and public sectors.The author's down-to-earth explanations cut

through jargon and clutter, while stories and examples bring important principles to life.

Leading the Customer Experience is relatable to anyone leading, managing or aspiring to

better understand customer experience.

"Leading the Customer Experience is a practical and easily understood approach that

resonates and is an excellent guide for leaders at all levels. Brad's experience and wealth of

knowledge shines through. All that's left to do after the read is to get on with it!!"  � Matt Clarke,

General Manager, Digital Services, Services Australia (Government of Australia)"Brad applied

his vast, multi-industry experience and expertise to the intimately connected and burgeoning

realm of customer experience. Today, the stakes for any company looking to survive, compete

and grow in an ever-increasing customer expectations environment are higher than ever. By

devouring and applying the concepts, strategies and tactics meticulously outlined in Leading

the Customer Experience, CX leaders have a fighting chance of coming out on top."  � Dominick

J Keenaghan, President, INSIGHTS Middle East, Dubai"In his book, Brad Cleveland

generously gives his considerable years of experience in leadership and methodology to his

readers. Read it, swallow it up and use it to advance your course!"  � Jeanne Bliss, Author, Chief

Customer Officer 2.0; Cofounder, Customer Experience Professionals Association"Now, more

than ever, every organization must innovate to stay relevant, to stay on top. This book outlines

a step-by-step approach to listening to your customers, engaging your employees, and

delivering products and services they love."  � Robert Pasin, CEO (Chief Wagon Officer), Radio

Flyer"Brad Cleveland has spent decades traveling the globe witnessing the upside and

downside of customer experience first-hand. This book captures not only his most valuable

insights, but also provides a roadmap for customer experience leaders on how to approach

strategy, planning and operations more effectively. Brad's voice is accessible, informed and

practical. You'll be referencing this business-critical guide for years to come!"  � Tara Gibb, Group

Portfolio Director, ICMI and HDI, parts of Informa"Our city is going through an explosive growth

period as many people look for the small town, outdoor recreational, experience. It could be

easy to lose focus on our customers: our citizens, visitors and business owners. Brad's book

comes just in time to reemphasize our dedication to the customer experience. It will be a

valuable tool in thinking about and implementing our strategic planning, our organizational

structure and our continual evaluation of success."  � Peter Hendricks, Mayor, Sun Valley,



Idaho"Sooner or later, every successful business realizes that customer experience is the

experience that really matters. Brad's book lays out the road map for any leader who wants to

make a difference for the customers they serve."  � Seth Godin, author of This is Marketing"An

amazing customer experience doesn't just happen. It takes work and involves everyone in the

organization. Brad's book provides an easily digestible foundation for anyone in any role or

industry to remove barriers and elevate the customer experience while continuing to adjust to

ever evolving customer needs."  � Jenny Dempsey, Consumer Experience Manager, Apeel

Sciences"Brad is an industry expert and amazing at breaking down the keys to successful

customer engagement, retention and expansion. He establishes a clear pathway towards

effective customer experience that can be exercised at every stage of a company's

maturation."  � Hasan Ali, Founder and CEO, Air Tutors"Leading the Customer Experience is a

thorough analysis of how culture and values determine results. The directives in the book are

very clear and based on a deep understanding of worst or best practices that lead to either

dysfunction or sustainable success."  � Blair Clark, President, Canyon Bicycles USA,

Inc."Leading the Customer Experience is exactly what it says it is: a book designed for leaders

focused on their companies' customer experience. If you're trying to figure out how to get your

own company's CX efforts under way and operating on all cylinders, you'll find this book to be a

very practical, organized and helpful tool. Use it!"  � Don Peppers, author of Customer

Experience: What, How, and Why Now"You know customer experience is important, but where

do you start? Brad Cleveland answers that question in Leading the Customer Experience. The

book is an essential guide to the broad steps needed to lead a successful customer

experience initiative."  � Jeff Toister, CPLP, PHR, Toister Performance Solutions, Inc."There are

many books about the customer experience, but few as good as this one. Written by an

accomplished practitioner with a depth of expertise, you'll learn everything you need to lead the

customer experience if you read it and apply the lessons. Highly recommended."  � Mark

Sanborn, President, Sanborn & Associates, Inc.; author of The Fred Factor and You Don’t

Need a Title to be a Leader"In this time of significant change, this book can help you and your

team chart a successful course to the future. Everyone has a role in delivering a great

customer experience, and it makes relevant principles clear, and easy-to-understand and

apply."  � Anna Toikka, Head of Customer Center and External Sales, Odd Magnus Barstad;

Head of Claims, If P&C Insurance Ltd (Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway)"In this new book,

Brad Cleveland provides insightful and powerful knowledge in a very clear format. I

recommend it for students and experienced professionals."  � Professor KJ Cheong, President,

CIRC, Korea"I will use Leading the Customer Experience as a textbook for my teams by

assigning reading, crafting study questions, then facilitating discussions on the assignments. It

will allow us to further our goals of improving knowledge, enhancing the team dynamics and

finding actionable strategies to incorporate into our business practices. The book is a low-cost,

high-yield, must-have addition to any customer experience professional's library."  � Dr Debra

Bentson, Senior Workforce Management Manager, Kaiser Permanente"Brad's book is the work

of an experienced and trusted consultant who clearly knows how to explore the many facets of

customer experience. I enjoyed the case studies and many key recommendations in this well-

crafted instructional manual accessible to all level of professionals. The structure of ideas and

approach of implementation are creating a thread of continuity that keeps you focused on

strategic CX objectives. It's also a great source of immediate takeaways."  � Pierre Marc Jasmin

MBA, Co-founder, Services Triad, Board, SOCAP Canada Chapter"Brad's new book is perfect

for new leaders as well as veterans who want to be sure they're current on best practices. The

book is an easy read and provides tons of new ideas for packaging and delivering the voice of



the customer upward, and the nature of the customer's needs and journey to the front line. I

came away with five new ideas I can apply with my clients tomorrow."  � John Goodman, author

of Customer Experience 3.0 --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorBrad

Cleveland is known globally as one of today's foremost experts in customer strategy and

management. Based in Sun Valley, Idaho, he has worked across 45 states and in over 60

countries for clients as diverse as American Express, Apple, USAA, the University of California,

and the federal governments of Australia, Canada, and the U.S. His books and articles have

been translated into more than a dozen languages. He is a sought-after consultant and

keynote speaker. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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PRAISE FOR LEADING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE“Sooner or later, every successful

business realizes that customer experience is the experience that really matters. Brad’s book

lays out the road map for any leader who wants to make a difference for the customers they

serve.”Seth Godin, author of This Is Marketing“Brad’s new book is perfect for new leaders as

well as veterans who want to be sure they’re current on best practices. The book is an easy

read and provides tons of new ideas for packaging and delivering the Voice of the Customer

upward, and the nature of the customer’s needs and journey to the front line. I came away with

five new ideas I can apply with my clients tomorrow.”John Goodman, author of Customer

Experience 3.0“I will use Leading the Customer Experience as a textbook for my teams by

assigning reading, crafting study questions, then facilitating discussions on the assignments. It

will allow us to further our goals of improving knowledge, enhancing the team dynamics and

finding actionable strategies to incorporate into our business practices. The book is a low-cost,

high-yield, must-have addition to any customer experience professional’s library.”Debra

Bentson, Senior Workforce Management Manager, Kaiser Permanente“There are many books

about the customer experience, but few as good as this one. Written by an accomplished

practitioner with a depth of expertise, you’ll learn everything you need to lead the customer

experience if you read it and apply the lessons. Highly recommended.”Mark Sanborn,

President, Sanborn & Associates, Inc.; author of The Fred Factor and You Don’t Need a Title to

Be a Leader“Leading the Customer Experience is exactly what it says it is—a book designed

for leaders focused on their companies’ customer experience. If you’re trying to figure out how

to get your own company’s CX efforts under way and operating on all cylinders, you’ll find this

book to be a very practical, organized and helpful tool. Use it!”Don Peppers, author of

Customer Experience: What, How and Why Now“Brad is an industry expert and amazing at

breaking down the keys to successful customer engagement, retention and expansion. He

establishes a clear pathway towards effective customer experience that can be exercised at

every stage of a company’s maturation.”Hasan Ali, Founder and CEO, Air Tutors“In this new

book, Brad Cleveland provides insightful and powerful knowledge in a very clear format. I

recommend it for students and experienced professionals.”Professor KJ Cheong, Chairman,

CIRC, Korea“Our city is going through an explosive growth period as many people look for the

small town, outdoor recreational experience. It could be easy to lose focus on our customers:

our citizens, visitors and business owners. Brad’s book comes just in time to reemphasize our

dedication to the customer experience. It will be a valuable tool in thinking about and

implementing our strategic planning, our organizational structure and our continual evaluation

of success.”Peter Hendricks, Mayor, Sun Valley, Idaho“Brad’s book is the work of an

experienced and trusted consultant who clearly knows how to explore the many facets of

customer experience. I enjoyed the case studies and many key recommendations in this well-

crafted instructional manual accessible to all levels of professionals. The structure of ideas and

approach of implementation are creating a thread of continuity that keeps you focused on

strategic CX objectives. It’s also a great source of immediate takeaways.’’Pierre Marc Jasmin,

MBA, Co-founder, Services Triad; Board, SOCAP Canada Chapter“Brad applied his vast, multi-

industry experience and expertise to the intimately connected and burgeoning realm of

customer experience. Today, the stakes for any company looking to survive, compete and grow

in an ever-increasing customer expectations environment are higher than ever. By devouring

and applying the concepts, strategies and tactics meticulously outlined in Leading the

Customer Experience, CX leaders have a fighting chance of coming out on top.”Dominick J



Keenaghan, President, INSIGHTS Middle East, Dubai“You know customer experience is

important, but where do you start? Brad Cleveland answers that question in Leading the

Customer Experience. The book is an essential guide to the broad steps needed to lead a

successful customer experience initiative.”Jeff Toister, CPLP, PHR, Toister Performance

Solutions, Inc.“In this time of significant change, this book can help you and your team chart a

successful course to the future. Everyone has a role in delivering a great customer experience,

and it makes relevant principles clear, and easy to understand and apply.”Anna Toikka, Head of

Customer Center and External Sales/Odd Magnus Barstad, Head of Claims, If P&C Insurance

(Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark)“Now, more than ever, every organization must innovate

to stay relevant, to stay on top. This book outlines a step-by-step approach to listening to your

customers, engaging your employees and delivering products and services they love.”Robert

Pasin, Chief Wagon Officer (CEO), Radio Flyer

Leading the Customer ExperienceHow to Chart a Course and Deliver Outstanding

ResultsBrad Cleveland

To my mom, Annie Cleveland
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Brad’s books and courses have been translated into twelve languages; he is also an instructor

for LinkedIn Learning, with courses on customer management, strategy and leadership.The

organizations Brad has worked with include service leaders such as American Express, Apple,

USAA, the University of California, and others. He has consulted or led workshops in over 70



percent of the companies with the top net promoter score (NPS) in their respective industries.

Brad has also worked with the federal governments of Australia, Canada, and the United

States.Brad was founding partner and former CEO of the International Customer Management

Institute, now part of London-based Informa plc. Today, he is a sought-after consultant and
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ForewordFinally!Previously, those of us who are passionate practitioners of the customer

experience had to choose between two types of books on our favorite subject.As you probably

know, one typically features folksy, anecdotal stories about the difference that CX can make to

a business and its teams. The others are research-based tomes that attempt, through the

prodigious use of statistics, to quantify the value that organizations acquire from investing in

CX.There’s absolutely nothing wrong with either approach (in fact, I’m guilty of writing a few of

the former… and I love digging into the gravity of the latter). However—until now—it was my

opinion that no book captured both sides of the important impact an organization can realize

by creating and delivering an extraordinary customer experience.The anecdotal books are

easily critiqued for not proving their case with enough evidence required for organizational

investment and commitment. The other books frequently aren’t presented in a manner that is

accessible—and therefore applicable—to the busy executive or frontline manager.Why do I say

“finally”?Because what Brad Cleveland has done is to deliver an engaging narrative based

upon the exceptional depth of his own remarkable experiences. Plus, he reveals important

research that provides the statistical verification required to prove his assertions on the

customer experience. And he does so with a warm, engaging style that is easy to understand—

combined with a detailed, step-by-step plan that every leader can execute to gain a competitive

advantage through extraordinary customer experiences.This is not just a book on the customer

experience. It’s also akin to a “user’s manual” on how you can enhance the lifetime value of

your customers while you expand the number of referrals your current customers provide. You’ll

want to read this book now. And I will wager you will pull it off the shelf and refer to it frequently

as you execute your CX strategy.Many years ago—before establishing my career as an author,

speaker, and consultant on customer experiences—I was a globally syndicated movie reviewer

seen on television stations around the world. Occasionally, but very rarely, I would announce

that a film was a “must see.” I would emphasize that anyone and everyone who liked movies

should buy a ticket and view the film.Now, I’m making a similar recommendation about Brad

Cleveland’s book. It is, quite simply, a “must read.” Anyone and everyone in business who

wants to curate customer loyalty and enlarge their earnings through the customer experience

should read and apply what you are about to consume.Scott McKainCEO, The Distinction

InstituteAuthor, The Ultimate Customer Experience®

AcknowledgementsSo many have made this book possible. I am grateful beyond what words
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and it’s a such a privilege to continue to work with her and ICMI’s inspiring community.Seth

Godin has had enormous influence on me; I’ve benefited from his work for years and am

honored to have his comments.John Goodman is a friend and fellow author who provides

advice that is wise and grounded.Peter Hendricks is the mayor everyone deserves; he listens,
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encouragement, positive feedback, and enduring friendship.Thank you, to my parents for their

love and encouragement. My dad, Doug, was instrumental in kindling my interest in

communications—the foundation of this book and my career. My mom, Annie, is an incredible



mother—kind, gentle and wise. This book is dedicated to her. (For background, see Chapter

8.)And finally, I am so grateful for my wife, Kirsten, and our daughter, Grace (now 18).

Backstory: I read the draft version of this book to them on a road trip. Every word. Ten hours of

reading. I sat in the back seat and read out loud, while Kirsten or Grace drove. They had

helpful suggestions on clarity, spice, and usability; their overall assessment (and they are no

pushovers): “It’s great!” Whatever this book’s eventual impact, however it might be received,

that was the feedback that mattered to me most.
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Laura G, “Insightful, practical, actionable. This book is helping me explain to the senior

leadership team why it is important to take the high road when it comes to customer

experience. It is thrilling to find perspectives about customer experience that also provide

actions to support enhancing their journey.”
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Deborah H, “Comprehensive and easy to read. Leading the Customer Experience is a great

resource! This book is like a guidebook and is refreshingly easy to read. It isn't simply

anecdotal or overly academic, like so many other CX books I've encountered. I have a better

understanding of topics such as employee engagement, voice of the customer, quality, metrics,

communication, and return on investment. I'm sure I will turn to it often for guidance.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Leading the customer experience: How to Chart a Course and Deliver

Outstanding Results. A thought provoking study of customer service. Easy to read and

navigate whether you are a big business or small.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Better Customer Experience » Better Business Results - A Great

Playbook for Customer Experience. As a growth coach, I read a lot of business books and they

are not all created equally. This book is easy to read, shares practical actionable insights and is

very well produced. The overall concept of providing a stellar customer experience is brilliant

too. This "customer first" focus will help attract new customers, cultivate raving fans and brand

ambassadors.For businesses who are seeking to get some fresh perspective on how they can

elevate their customer experience. This book is a must-read.Thanks Brad for producing such a

great product and sharing with The Growth Amplifiers Podcast!”

Maria M Canfield, “Extremely helpful guidebook on a topic that's more important than ever!.

This book is so clear and well organized! It provides a step-by-step guide to understanding and

applying customer experience principles. Plus, it's very entertaining! I love it--highly

recommended.”

The book by Brad Cleveland has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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